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Founder’s	
  Foreword	
  
The foundations of Tandem Theatre were built on
a desire to engage vulnerable women and girls in
participatory theatre. The co-founder, Frances
Nutt, identified the need for arts projects to
specifically target young women.
‘I worked on lots of projects working with young
people with behavioural issues. The group would
be mainly made up of young men with one or two
young women who would feel really insecure.
Whereas, when we started to work with young
women’s groups, they would be a lot more
confident and more bold with their creative ideas.’
Fran has led a wide range of arts, culture and
heritage project in partnership with organisations
including Contact Manchester, Salford Women’s
Centre and Mustard Tree Homeless Support
Centre.

It was not until she sifted through the suffrage collection at Archives +, Manchester Central Library,
she realised some key aspects of the suffrage movement that would be ideal to explore in a
community project which evolved into the design of the GameChangers project.
‘It was important to me that every borough of Greater Manchester was involved as that’s what was
so fundamental about the suffragists, they had committees everywhere and it was important the
project reflected that’.
Fran was able to make links with youth services and youth charities working with young women in
every borough of Greater Manchester. Through this the purpose of the project evolved.

‘It was not only that more people needed to know about the suffragists but how can that knowledge
help with today. A strong emphasis was then put on how the young people could apply the
suffragist’s methods to campaign for issues facing young people today. It was great to see how
passionate the young people were about issues that impacted them. One group wanted to protect
their youth centre whilst another wanted to eradicate period poverty. The Game Changer groups
had been inspired by these women from 120 – 130 years ago who were in the same position,
ordinary women who wanted change and persisted until they got it…
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Founder’s	
  Foreword	
  
…What we were able to do with the Game Changers project was facilitate young women to share
the suffragist’s story and the baton was passed on from those suffragists to young women from all
over Greater Manchester and it is now their role to campaign for change until there is nothing left
to protest for’.
Tandem Theatre is a creative arts charity for communities across Greater Manchester and
beyond. Enriching, developing and transforming lives through drama and other participatory arts.
They have extensive experience delivering high quality arts and creative practice for adults with
mental health problems, vulnerable women, young women and young people at risk of exclusion.
They have worked ‘in tandem’ with diverse participants and beneficiaries through the
GameChangers project as well as communities, partners and funders over this time to create a
range of outcomes focussed around:
- improving health, wellbeing and community connection
- promoting awareness and engagement in arts, culture and heritage
- creative development of employability skills
- creative and cultural campaigning and communications
Over the last seven years Tandem have secured and invested in excess of £200,000.00 from a
range of sources including the National Lottery, European Social Fund and the Arts Council,
to create an innovative range of projects, programmes and collaborative events which have both
delivered impact, outcomes and value in the areas listed above and helped the organisation
galvanise its expertise and networks to create lasting community led impact, whilst scope future
possibilities, expand its social change ambitions and consider routes to wider economic
sustainability.

Throughout their work Tandem Theatre aim to encourage and edify participants to acquire the
tools needed to reach their potential and they design bespoke programmes to meet individual,
community and social change needs. The GameChangers Project backed by the Heritage Lottery
is perhaps one of their most ambitious and impactful projects to date.

Their commitment to reaching those most in need and those least likely to participate in the
arts remained strong through this project as 19% of the core group of 100 young people who
were not in mainstream education at the start of the programme, 18% were growing up in care and
56% were recognised as having additional needs.
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Report	
  Summary	
  
The project clearly increased interest and engagement in arts and heritage as just under half of
the 53 young people interviewed at the recreation of the 1908 Demonstration said they never or
rarely went to galleries and museums, with only 17% saying they visit them often. 23% said the
Gamechangers programme was the first time they had been to a museum. Additionally, 87% of
youth and arts practitioner survey respondents reported there had been both an increase in
knowledge of local heritage and that young people saw museums as welcoming places.

In excess of 3166 volunteer hours have been undertaken across throughout the programme by
20 people different people from diverse backgrounds and ages. This equates to £31,660.00, if
calculating 3166 hours at £10 hour of basic volunteering. This complemented the 300 sessional
hours delivered by 15 practitioners across the 12-14 weekly sessions. Additionally, 10 free local
community events were curated, created and collectively attracted over 400 people, alongside the
Bazaar which brought people from all 10 boroughs of Greater Manchester together.

190 young people from across Greater Manchester overall benefitted from weekly sessions
with a core group of 100 regularly attending and taking part in wider visits and activities.
The programme met the majority of its project aims detailed on pages 5-9. It also achieved several
wider benefits including:

-

100% of the youth and creative practitioners involved felt valued through the programme and
better able to engage diverse and vulnerable young people in new ways and 88% of these felt
they were able to gain new skills and connections and felt enabled us to develop their personal
and professional networks

-

7 of the 10 Greater Manchester Boroughs achieved Media and Press coverage for their
GameChangers activities

-

£58,500.00 from the Heritage Lottery grant was invested in creative, cultural and community
arts practitioners and leveraged a further £31,660.00 in volunteer time.

Additionally, through approaching the impact evaluation from a social value perspective we have
developed a series of Key Value Indicators will use to consistently measure impact and value in
future these are listed below and evidenced on pages 25-26.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Increased diversity & engagement in arts, culture, heritage and community
Increased knowledge, skills and access to opportunity in arts, culture and heritage
Increased confidence and ability to communicate
Increased positive mental health and emotional wellbeing
Increased sense of how to make a difference and take positive steps to effect change in
communities - eased diversity, capacity, collaboration and impact of organisations
creating change through arts, cultural and creative practices
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Organisa<onal	
  Background	
  
Organisation
Formed in 2013 Tandem Theatre is a creative
arts charity for communities across Greater
Manchester and beyond.
Enriching, developing and transforming lives
through drama and other participatory arts. With
extensive experience delivering high quality
arts practice for adults with mental health
problems, vulnerable women, young women
and young people at risk of exclusion.
Tandem Theatre helps both diverse individuals
and communities to find their voice, develop
creative and practical skills to live life to the
full and positively contribute to society.

Our Core Aims
Enhance knowledge and
appreciation of arts, heritage and
culture
Improve mental health and
emotional wellbeing
Develop personal and social
aptitude
Increase vocational and
employability skills

Background and history to date
We know how to harness the potential of collaboration and connected and inclusive communities.
In all our work we aim to work in partnership with host organisations such as Youth Services,
Homeless Support Centres, Women Centres, youth charities and alternative education providers
Previous project to date include:
On Her Their Lives Depend: Theatre workshops for three vulnerable women’s groups in
Bolton, Salford and Manchester exploring the role of women during WWI
Tales of Manchester Life: Young women from Salford and Wythenshawe learned about the life
and times of Elizabeth Gaskell culminating in a performance at the Elizabeth Gaskell House.
Salford Open Learning: Young people at risk of exclusion took part in drama, radio, spoken
word and photography workshops achieving the Bronze and Silver Arts Awards.

As a result of the partnerships and track record we have developed in helping people find a voice,
a sense of identity, learn to influence and take action, the GameChangers project was born to
create both a step change in the scale of our work, increase creative skills and knowledge of local
heritage amongst local people and fill a gap in youth support services and activities for young
people with a focus on women and girls.
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Programme’s	
  Aims	
  &	
  Outcomes	
  
Programme Background
In Manchester, the very high-profile role of
Emmeline Pankhurst and the more militant
activities of the suffragettes can sometimes
overshadow others who campaigned for
suffrage.
This project will instead, highlight the lesserknown suffragists who were local to the
participants and their law-abiding methods.
The project's exhibitions, online presence and
learning resource will ensure the story of these
campaigners reaches a wide audience and
reclaim the suffrage narrative.

Key goal of the programme
To work with a young women's
group from every borough in
Greater Manchester exploring what
peaceful methods women used to
campaign for suffrage pre 1918.
To immerse the next generation in
their heritage and community,
finding new ways of capturing and
showcasing local history whilst
instilling creative campaigning skills
in young people for the future.

Programme Outcomes
Outcome 1) Peaceful methods of the suffragists will be better interpreted and
explained
•

•

•

•

More than 70 young people and 20 adults received engaging guided tours at
the Archives + and the People’s History Museum and researched local suffrage
campaigners. In 87% of survey respondents to say there had been both an
increase in knowledge of local heritage and that young people saw museums as
welcoming places
All 10 boroughs created Pop up public exhibitions highlighting the suffragists
and their methods involving over 86 young people and 25 adults with a quarter
having 50 -100 visitors and half having over 25 visitors
86 young people from all 10 boroughs attended the Women’s Bazaar
highlighting the suffragists' role, methods and how they can be applied for
contemporary times was created
500 copies of the Game Changers learning resource will enable the continued
learning of the suffragists for Key Stage Two (KS2) pupils who visit Archives+
and Primary schools across Greater Manchester. Plus 5 online educational
videos, the project website and the free downloadable resource being launched
for open access in Autumn 2020.
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Programme’s	
  Aims	
  &	
  Outcomes	
  
Outcome 2) Suffragists heritage was identified, recorded and highlighted digitally.
•

This included online platforms such as the Archives+ Flickr account, local information
websites. Plus, as a result of Social Media and PR training this was widely promoted via
Twitter and The Press. The banners and giant jigsaw will be displayed in the youth centres
for up to 24 months.

Outcome 3) Over 100 participants across all areas have developed skills in the following:
•

•
•
•

Community reporting training was delivered, however was not found to be the most
suitable skills for the group. Wider communication and Social Media skills were developed
along with debating and digital marketing skills.
Heritage research through examining the suffrage collection, plus event and exhibition
design through the exhibitions at the local museums and at the Women’s Bazaar
A range of creative skills including textile design, arts and crafts, poetry writing,
communicating with corporate sponsors, communal singing, T-shirt printing
26 young people achieved the Bronze Arts Award (equivalent to Level One)

Outcome 4) People will have learnt about suffragist heritage and their campaigning
methods.
•

•

•

10 young women’s groups including 190 people participated in interactive workshops,
visits and re-enactments led by facilitators experienced in working with hard-to-reach
groups. 6/10 groups had mixed gender groups and 3/10 included Trans young people.
Additionally, 9/10 groups included young people from Black, Asian or Minority Ethnic
families.
Practice-based learning and expertise meant 10-20% of participants were not in
mainstream education and 10-20% of participants were young people growing up in the
care system.
Over 100 young people took part in visits, campaigning training and 86 were involved in
creating and attending public exhibitions. Several groups developed local campaigns
including joining Pride Festivals, Period Poverty and seeking to secure more resources for
young people’s groups.
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Programme’s	
  Aims	
  &	
  Outcomes	
  
The Outcomes of the Gamechangers programme included:
Outcome 5) Young women in particular will have changed their attitudes and/or behavior:
This was evidenced through the evaluative activities, interviews and questionnaires and
observations by workshop leaders and youth workers.
View museums/heritage sites as welcoming and engaging spaces (Achieved 85%)At the
start of the programme 21% had never been to a museum and 21% rarely went. 47% went
with a club or Gamechangers as opposed to school or families.
Have improved self-confidence, social skills and emotional wellbeing (Achieved100%)
Be aware of women’s rights and the law-abiding processes to achieve change (Achieved
100%)

•

•
•

Outcome 6) People will have had an enjoyable experience.
The programme has been designed to facilitate learning in a fun and interesting way. The largest
indicator that this has been achieved is through the engagement levels of the young people.
According to workshop leaders and the youth workers, the young people were interested and took
part in the sessions. Many of the young people who are at risk of exclusion are used to being very
blunt when they do not like something, but they attended and were visibly enjoying taking part.
The fact that these young people also attended all the events is indicative that they were enjoying
themselves.
Outcome 7) More people and a wider range of people will have engaged in the suffragists
heritage. The following is how we met our initial expectations.
•
•
•
•
•
•

80 – 100 young women aged 11 – 16 who have had little or no experience in heritage
will take part in the project (190 engaged with a core group of 100)
10 young women aged 18 – 25 will mentor the participants in community Reporting ( 4
young women were training and 100 aged 11-18 undertook social media training)
Approximately 400 members of the public will visit the displays located in borough
based museums/heritage centres (400 visited across 10 boroughs, with 1/3 of
exhibitions attracting 50-100 attendees)
100 members of the public visited the Women’s Bazaar event at Manchester Central
Library (100+ people visited in addition to the 86 young people)
At least 200 schools will receive the Suffrage Learning Resource and access the online
learning tools (500 resources distributed amongst 125 schools)
500 people will have accessed the online material checked through website analytics
(ongoing analytics)
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Evalua<on	
  Methodology	
  
Both to report back to the funders and partners of this programme and support Tandem Theatre
Arts to gain valuable data on not on their impact but also what people value about their work so
that improved social value measurement frameworks can be put in place across the organisation,
an independent impact and value review and report has been carried out throughout the lifetime
of the project.
Methodology
A thorough evaluation has been carried out using the following methods:
-

Benchmarking surveys and interactive activities with over 55 young people took place
at the photo shoot day at Salford Museum, at the start of the programme, to seek their
views and knowledge early on, as well as start to understand their level of interest and
interaction with heritage, history and visiting local galleries and museums. Additionally, a
further 24 took part in a before and after outcomes stars exercise to look at how the
programme has affected their wellbeing building upon the WEMWEBS approach and
tailoring this to the needs of the programme and age group.

-

interviews with over 30 young people who participated in the programme which took
place at the local exhibitions and also the joint Women’s Bazaar at Central Library

-

interviews with the Tandem Theatre Arts staff and 5 members of the Borough Wide
delivery team including youth workers and artists as well as conversations and
discussions from staff working across all 10 boroughs

-

Creative reflection exercises during the last sessions took place across all boroughs with
approximately 50 young people to help them reflect on their journey travelled, how they
may have grown/developed and what they valued about the programme.

-

A thorough evaluation survey with all 10 borough programme leads to understand the full
impact of the programme and what they have valued personally, professionally and how
they and participant had engaged with the programme in several ways. Including feedback
on programme outcomes, the difference this had made on the skills, attitudes and
behaviours of young people and also how Gamechangers had an effect on their
professional and partnership development of their organisations.
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Summary	
  of	
  impact	
  against	
  Outcomes	
  
In order to attach impact and value to the
outcomes that GameChangers have delivered,
we have identified a range of Wellbeing,
E d u c a t i o n a l , Yo u t h D e v e l o p m e n t a n d
Aspirational priorities and reports which
evidence base these statements and build the
social value proposition for Tandem Theatre
Arts.
There are also a series of impact case studies
included in the Spotlight on Individual Boroughs
(page 16) giving testimony to the quality ad
impact of the GameChanger programmes and
activities and highlighting the journey for
partners and beneficiaries as well as how
people’s lives and opportunities are changing
and improving as a result.
Sample
With so many stakeholders and beneficiaries involved in GameChangers it has been
important to reflect a diverse and representative range of perspectives on the value and
impact of the GameChangers programmes and give diverse insights and feedback these
included:

Young People
Core Team
Creative Arts
Practitioners

Diverse young people from across all 10 programmes
Tandem Theatre Staff and Lead Delivery Team Partners
Arts Practitioners from across all 10 boroughs

Media partners

Media involvement was a key outcome so Media Partners
were involved in the evaluations

Parent & Carers

Parents and carers of participants on the programme

General Public
Wider Stakeholders

Visitors, guests and wider general public who attended
events at museums, galleries and Central Library
Museum staff, local Mayors, local teachers,
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Elements	
  of	
  impact	
  
Common themes, innovation & local impact

The GameChangers programme combined a series of complementary elements to enhance
knowledge and appreciation of arts, heritage and culture amongst young people, whilst Improve
mental health and emotional wellbeing, develop personal and social aptitude and increase
vocational and employability skills. It also used awareness raising of the suffragist movement to
increase knowledge around women’s rights and empowerment, giving young people the tools to
improve their lives and take action. This section highlights key elements and summarises their
impact.
Launch at Salford Museum and heritage
Photo shoot – 76 participants

Visits – 100+ Participants, engaging young
people not used to visiting museums

Salford Museum with its accessible building
and Victorian Street provided an inspiring
setting for the programme launch, bringing
young people from across all 10 boroughs
together over 2 days to take part in a
photoshoot recreating the 1908 Manchester
Women’s Suffrage Demonstration.

Between April and October 2019 over 100
young people, over 90% of whom we young
women and girls took part in visits to a range
of museums including:

For just under half this was the first time they
had been to such a museum and there were
mixed views and feelings of being out of their
comfort zones for some at the prospect of
getting into costumes for the shoot. However,
the results, photography and reenactments of
the marches, helped bring the realities of the
suffragist movement to life.
44% of young people interviewed at the
launch said they knew very little about
women’s history By the end 87.5% had
increased knowledge of local history and
100% had improved awareness of women’s
rights and the law-abiding processes to
achieve change

•

Salford Museum

•

People’s History Museum

•

Archives+

•

Local Museums and Galleries

•

Central Library

42% of 53 young people interviewed at the
photoshoot said they never or rarely went to
galleries and museums, with only 17% saying
they visit them often. 23% said the
Gamechangers programme was the first time
they had been to a museum. These were from
Rochdale, Oldham, Bolton, Manchester and
Bury.

.
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Elements	
  of	
  impact	
  
Overview of programme elements and summary of impact cont.
Weekly group sessions – 190 young people
overall took part with a regular core group
of 100+

Arts programme – Over 300 hours of
creative arts sessions took place over 12-14
weeks

Each group ran consistently for between 12-14
weeks and for 2-3 hours per week. These
combined creative and artistic skills
development with discussions around local
heritage, history and women’s rights and
created time for personal reflection, new
friendships and social circles to form and
helped young women in particular learn from
new role models. Sessions also created
opportunities to develop campaigning,
communications and social media skills.

Arts and creativity was used as a tool to build
skills, confidence and support the young
people to express themselves and improve
communication.

-

-

-

-

75% of Project Leads agreed or strongly
agreed that the sessions increased social
circles and friendship groups for young
people
88% of Project Leads agreed or strongly
agreed sessions increased opportunity
for young people to debate, form
opinions and have their voices heard
75% of Project Leads agreed or strongly
agreed there was increased opportunity
for young women to access community
support in safe environment
72.5% of Project Leads agreed or
strongly agreed that young people
increased skills in in digital and social
media, as well as
Increased skills,
knowledge and participation in local
heritage and culture

Over 15 creative arts practitioners were
involved in delivering activities across the 10
boroughs delivering sessions in textile design,
arts and crafts, poetry writing, communicating
with corporate sponsors, communal singing, Tshirt printing and more. Plus 9 of the 10
boroughs delivered open access creative arts
sessions at their local exhibitions. This
community and participatory arts development
impacted young people and the arts
practitioners alike.
-

-

88% of Project Leads perceived an
increase in arts and creative skills
75% of young people who completed
the ‘Outcome stars’ felt they had
confidence in their arts and creative
skills, with 24% seeing a 2.0+ point
jump in skills and confidence.
88% of Project Leads agreed or strongly
agreed that as a result of the
programme, youth facilitators and
artists were able to gain new skills and
connections

.Arts Award – 27 young people completed their Bonze Award
Just under 1/3 of the young people across the core group of 100 achieved the Bronze Arts Award, a
Level1 qualification on the Regulated Qualifications Framework which involves undertaking 40
guided learning hours and 20 independent learning hours plus developing a log of their work. This
is significant when 19% of the original group were not in mainstream education at the start of the
programme, 18% were growing up in care and 56% were recognised as having additional needs.
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Showcasing & Exhibitions
Interactive showcasing events were a core part of the programme, and 100% of the evaluation
respondents' young people and the delivery team alike, described these as fun and a major
highlight. They made a difference in the following ways:
-

87.5% of youth workers said that as a result of these and the visits, young people involved
see museums and art galleries as welcoming spaces they can visit
100% of youth workers felt these kinds of opportunities created by the GameChangers
programme increased the young people’s social skills, emotional wellbeing
100% agreed or strongly agreed that it Increased opportunities for young people to build
confidence, skills and aspirations beyond the education system
100% of youth workers surveyed agreed or strongly agreed the programme has improved
awareness of the suffragist movement, women’s rights and the law-abiding processes to
achieve change
100% of youth workers agreed or strongly agreed that wider members who came to the
event were able to increase their awareness of local heritage and the suffragist movement

.
Local Heritage Exhibition
86 young people from GameChanger groups across all 10 boroughs delivered engaging, creative
and participatory events at their local museums, exhibiting their work, crafts, banners and more.
Plus, they spoke to members of the public and ran interactive craft sessions. Across Greater
Manchester over 400 members of the public attended these exhibitions with 4 of the 10 local
exhibitions recording more than 55 attendees.

“People who attended left feedback, all of which was positive. They were amazed with the amount
of work and effort the girls put in to this project and loved how enthusiastic and proud they were to
exhibit their work.” – Gamechangers Project Lead
.
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2019	
  Women’s	
  Bazaar	
  
A Culmination and Joint Celebration
86 young people from GameChanger groups across all 10 boroughs were involved in planning,
preparation and creating artifacts for the Bazaar with 76 in attendance on the day.

10 different art, craft and skills building activities took place to explore suffragist themes including
badge making, banner making and ink printing plus themes including body image, expressing
yourself and collaboration were explored through activities such as giant knitting and key ring
making. A diverse range of artists, poets and musicians showcased on the day as well as several
young people from across the groups who read out poetry, performed music, dance and showcased
their work plus all 10 boroughs set up stalls and exhibitions of their work, banners and creative
crafts as well as campaigning tools and resources.

Additional highlights of the event included a debate on learning authentic, relevant life skills
within the education system supported by Debate Mate, a performance from local singer
songwriter Holly Phelps - IORA , plus Flourish Together partnered with us to hold a panel with
Question & Answers session with modern day women changemakers discussing career pathways
to social change.

“Debating was a great session I loved the game about the hot air balloon it felt like drama and
debating combined. From this and watching the debate at Central Library it's inspired me to
join a debating group. I also loved hearing women's stories about their journeys and
experiences, it has inspired me to support others in building their confidence.”
– Gamechanger’s feedback on the best bits
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A	
  Borough	
  Wide	
  Approach	
  
Wigan
The Wigan and Leigh based programme was a central youth service supported group, it engaged
24 young people in total with a regular group of around 13 people. Highlights included:
-

Large and consistent group which spanned multiple sites
Impactful local exhibition with over 100 attendees including parents, carers, the public and
local dignitaries including the Mayor
Young women of diverse background including from the traveller community and growing
up in care were involved and raised their skills, aspirations and awareness of women’s
rights
The group took action and made progress through local campaigning activities to address
‘Period Poverty’ and engage in a CAMHS consultation to improve services

-

“Exhibition visitors were amazed with the amount of work and effort the girls put into this
project and loved how enthusiastic and proud they were to exhibit their work.”

Bolton
The Bolton based programme added value to an existing local authority led girls group.
engaged 15 young people and had a core group of 12. Highlights included:
-

It

A diverse mixed gender and slightly older group were able to increase their maturity and
independence
The majority of the group were not in mainstream education, yet engaged well with this
alternative provision
One young person went on to join the Army Cadets

“I committed to the group am now back in education and am not getting into trouble as much.”
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A	
  Borough	
  Wide	
  Approach	
  
Trafford
This created a complementary project for the Youth Cabinet in Trafford engaging 20
young people with a core group of 5. Highlights included:
•

Young people becoming better team players and more able to speak out in a group

•

The Bazaar engaged a number of the young women who were inspired by the debate
and discussions

”The local exhibition went well and inspired many of our younger visitors at the museum.”

Salford
This programme was led by the Salford Youth Service it engaged 20 young people with
a core group of 8 and rotated across several venues. Highlights included:
•

The photoshoot was well attended and helped to create a bond and sense of pride

•

Visits and sessions helped create focus, build trust and encouraged people to open
up in ways they wouldn’t previously and courage to try new things

•

The Bazaar helped build links and connections. Some of the girls who made friends
in new areas are still in touch with people across boroughs

“Through this project, we had a group of girls go have the confidence to go to a young persons’
Question Time and ask some difficult questions to some high up people in the council and
challenge their response.”
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A	
  Borough	
  Wide	
  Approach	
  
Manchester
Delivered through Manchester Youth Service, this programme engaged 35 young women with a
core group of 8. Highlights Included:
•

Building confidence and communication skills

•

Encouraging people to work in teams and apply their skills and knowledge to take action

The group took part in a Home Office video project and developed and presented ideas on body
image and bullying – the girl who presented this wouldn’t have had the confidence to speak out
without Gamechangers.”
-

.

Bury
Led by an independent youth club at a local centre this programme engaged 14 young people
with a core group of 5 and over 50% from LGBT+ community. Highlights Included:
•

Being able to carry out more art forms than ever before

•

A great local exhibition involving 8 young people and with 80 – 90 people attending including
professional artists with great promotion and feedback from the museum at increased footfall

•

The group independently visited the People’s Museum again and took part in Bury Pride

•

More boys involved in feminist conversations brought strength to the group.

“One young person who struggles from anxiety and change has been able to apply for a job and
been successful.”
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A	
  Borough	
  Wide	
  Approach	
  
Rochdale
Delivered as part of Rochdale Youth Services this programme engaged 12 young people with a
consistent group of 12. Highlights Included:
•

The group had never been to a museum with the youth group before and this was huge
achievement for them
• The programme increased focus and commitment for the group and gave them something to
look forward to each week
• Several members of the group notes a 4 point increase in the ’Outcome Stars’ exercise
particularly in feeling they can make a difference and improved self confidence
“Hosting the exhibition was an important event for them. This took a lot of courage and
confidence and they were incredible on the day.”

Tameside
Delivery was with a well-established Local Authority Led Youth Service and engaged 20 young
people with a core group of 10 and around half had additional needs. Highlights Included:
•
•
•

None of the young people involved had been to visit any of the venues and attractions before
Young people grew in confidence and self-worth
Since the programme 2 new girls groups have been resourced locally to build on what has
been started and reach more young people

“It was a good experience to work in new areas and involve other artists.”
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A	
  Borough	
  Wide	
  Approach	
  
Oldham
The programme was delivered in a slightly more ad hoc way via the existing youth provision
MAHDLO, alongside their services and engaged 13 young people with a core group of 8.
Highlights Included:
•

Young people made several positive friendships through the program and now access Mahdlo
on a regular basis with a positive friendship group
• Participants talked about having fun, growing in confidence and learning more about women’s
rights
3 of the girls went on to join an internal MAHDLO project about the environment which required
public speaking/ campaigning to raise awareness of the issue.”
.

Jigsaw pictures

Stockport
The programme was run by local Youth Workers through a community initiative in a local centre
it engaged 22 girls with a core group of 12. Highlights Included:
•

A diverse group with a younger demographic, including young people not in mainstream
education and several with additional needs
• The project gave focus, consistency and multiple impact resulting in the group securing
resources to keep meeting and operating beyond Gamechangers
• Young people have increased confidence and self-worth and in one instance it has reduced
self- harm
“It was the first we used heritage as a theme and found it helped with engagement and local
connection.”
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Outcome	
  Stars	
  Findings	
  	
  
Outcome stars are a recognised method of seeking to capture before and after views, feeling and
beliefs to seek to clarify and evidence the journey someone travels over a period of time and to try
to capture the impact, changes and difference that may occur over time as a result of a programme,
intervention and an individual having time to personally develop. We used this method to seek to
learn more about the journey some of our GameChangers went on.
Limitations
It is worth pointing out a number of limitations in both using this methods for a programme as
large as this across multiple sites, in some cases with a ‘Drop in’ nature and with young people and
those with low self-esteem in particular.
•

Not all people can or do fill in the outcomes stars forms. With 190 people benefiting from
activities, but only a consistent core group of 100 attending regular sessions this method is hard
to carry out with the right people at the right time and ensure the people who complete this at
the start will be available to complete it at the end. Whilst 50 young people completed outcome
stars forms at the start of the programme (carried out at the Salford Museum visit), only 24
were able to complete the final outcomes stars form towards the end of the programme. This
still accounts of a quarter of the core group and 7 out of 10 boroughs were represented in these
findings.

•

Evaluation capacity using a method like this
across 10 boroughs is complex to manage.
Artists and youth workers need to focus on
delivering services and can’t always build
time in for evaluation forms and paperwork
with every young person, plus young people
may not engage with the paperwork or
questions and this may distract the flow of
sessions and activities. Better responses
often come through capturing discussions,
activities

•

In many cases of the outcome stars the
young people often over inflate/ overestimate their responses on a scale of 1-5.
They may put what they think they should,
what they think you want to hear or mark
themselves higher than they actually are/feel
reflecting no change or negatively in the
final outcome stars evaluation. However
taken as a whole they can be a useful check
in and benchmarking exercise, can uncover
trends and insights about individuals and
group, plus the personal reflection the young
people go through in the process can help
them consider their feelings, attitudes and
self-improvement options.

Young people were asked to rank how they
felt from 0-5 at the start and the end
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To learn what some of the wider benefits of the programme might be in terms of wellbeing, skills
development, communication and ability to take positive action, 6 initial outcome stars measures
were put in place for the young people to reflect on at the start of their journey and a range of 24
were also able to complete this at the end. Below is a summary of the findings:
-

I have confidence in myself – 67% of young people had a maintained or increase in this
area. 29% jumped 2 points or more 20% had a 3-4 point increased
I am happy in my friendships in and out of school - 43% of young people had a
maintained or increase in this area. 15% jumped 2 point or more 0 had a 3-4 point
increase.
I feel like I can make a difference in my community 62% of young people had a
maintained or increase in this area. 38% jumped 2 points or more 20% had a 3-4 point
increased
I have confidence to speak my mind/give my opinion - 43% of young people had a
maintained or increase in this area. 29% jumped 2 point or more 0 had a 3-4 point
increase.
I feel happy and calm most of the time - 43% of young people had a maintained or
increase in this area. 33% jumped 2 point or more 0 had a 3-4 point increase.
I have confidence in my art/creative skills - 43% of young people had a maintained or
increase in this area. 24% jumped 2 point or more 0 had a 3-4 point increase.

All 7 areas which were able to complete this (Salford, Bolton, Trafford, Stockport, Oldham,
Tameside and Rochdale) had young people showing increases in their point scores, all had at least
one young person who had a point score increase of 4 in at least one impact measure and Salford,
Bolton Tameside and Rochdale had 2 young people or more with a 4 point increases in more than
one area. In Rochdale all young people who completed this had a 4 point increase across 2 or more
impact measures.

Conclusion
Whilst there are challenges with this measurement tool and not all beneficiaries could complete
this, it has highlighted that the programme has consistently had the most impact in developing selfconfidence and empowering young people to feel like they can make a difference in their
community with over two thirds reporting benefits through these impact areas and having
significant point score jumps for each of these impact areas and in both cases some young people
demonstrating up to 4 point increases. Plus notable increases in just over a third of the young
people who completed this had a 2 point score in terms of improved feelings of happiness and
calmness and just under a third had increased confidence to speak out and give their opinions.
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Addi<onal	
  Value	
  
By working with a diverse group of partners, cross borough networks and wider
stakeholders and supporters alongside the young people and their families and carers a
range of additional value, unexpected impact and ripples effects happened as a result of the
GameChangers Programme. Some are highlighted below
Personal and professional development of artists and youth workers – Through the
programme over 25 artists and youth workers from across all 10 boroughs have been involved.
They have gained from wider sector connections and peer support. Plus several benefited from a
learning and development workshop led by Flourish together looking at diverse ways to sustain
creative and artistic practice building connections with wider arts and creative social enterprises
including CDM UK, The Sewing Rooms and Textile Candy Studios. Stats & quotes
The creation of an educational Learning resource aimed at Key stage 2 – 500 copies have
been produced. These have been disseminated across 5 boroughs so far targeting those boroughs
least engaged in the arts. “Quote from someone receiving / using them”
Gamechangers getting to meet modern day changemakers as part of an additional panel at
the Women’s Bazaar – by running a session in partnership with Flourish Together who support
women to create the change they see needed in communities many of our Gamechangers and
Artists got to hear from people creating change now and the career pathways they had been on to
achieve this change. As part of the Bazaar 6 diverse modern day changemakers shared anecdotes,
tips and insights in ways to create social change which was well received by the audience. This
was also commented on by at least 3 young people in the evaluation interviews.
“I loved hearing women’s stories at the central Library panel, learning about their journeys and
experiences.”
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Wider Media engagement than ever before was achieved through involving a Media Partner
– Yellow Jigsaw – and commissioning them to manage our Media and PR, as well as deliver
training in this for Gamechangers participants. This has multiple added value benefits as
outlined in our Media and PR report. A summary of impact is below:
Attracting attention through diverse Media coverage
•
•

•

7/10 boroughs achieved Press Media Coverage, this included local papers, online news and
local council publications
4 boroughs attracted attention through radio media coverage, with a mixture of interviews
and news stories, plus the project and a number of young people were featured in a Flourish
together podcast on career pathways for social change recorded at the women’s bazaar.
This podcast has had 103 listens to date.
During March to April 2019 at the height of some of the events and museum exhibitions
and visits Tandem Theatre Arts Twitter page had just under 1500 visits

Raising the profile of Tandem Theatre Arts
•
•
•

In addition to the significant increase twitter visits during March - April Tandem had 70
new followers during this time, plus it attracted 95 new followers on Instagram
Articles reached a local and regional level
Several councils became more aware of the organisation and its impact

Specialist training and support in Media, PR, Communication and Campaigning
•
•
•

100 young people took part in training
At least half of the groups developed local campaigns on issues that were important to them
on themes which included period poverty, the LGBT community, environmental issues,
mental health and a need for more youth centres
Several young people were involved in radio/ audio interviews
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Impact Statements - Evidence of Outcome

Impact

“It was the first time we used heritage as a theme and found it helped with Increased diversity
& engagement in
engagement and local connection.”
arts, culture,
“A young lady from a travelling family struggled at first with the concept of heritage and
women having equal rights, over time we worked with the family and this community
transformed their thinking and but by the end was happy for their daughter to
engage, learn and thrive.”

Value
Increased sense of identity, sense of belonging and community
connection.
Increased sense of awareness of access to opportunities, facilities
and communities of interest and support.
Increase in active citizenship, positive wellbeing and participation
in arts, cultural and community activities

“This was the first time any of these girls had been to a museum – they really
enjoyed it!

Reduced barriers and inequalities in those accessing arts, culture
and heritage

A group of young people arranged a second visit to the People’s History Museum
independently.”
“A number of the young people we work with aren’t in mainstream education and were proud to
achieve their Bronze Arts Award.”
“I am now applying to go to university when I wasn’t thinking of doing that before.”

Increased knowledge,
skills and access to
opportunity in arts,
culture and heritage

Increased qualifications and access to training and education through creative
and none traditional means – especially for those with barriers to traditional
education systems
Increased employability and vocational skills

“I now want to become a fashion designer and get a job.”
Increased hope and aspirations in alternative career pathways
“I wasn’t in school at the start of the programme. I have become more mature and am now back at
school.”
“The debate sessions really highlighted how confident they had become.”
“The Media training resulted in several opportunities for people to speak on the radio and bring
campaigns to fruition and public attention across several boroughs.”

Increased confidence
and ability to
communicate

Increased individual and collective confidence in being able to speak out and
talk about what is important to them.
Increased ability to highlight needs and articulate them at a family, educational
or community level

“I gained lots of facts and experience and am now feeling more confident and outgoing – I now
have the confidence to tell people my story.”

Increased and more diverse leadership potential to influence

“Art gave us the tools to communicate in new ways.”
“I didn’t like myself much at the start, by the end by the end I was making new friends and
realised I could be helpful to the staff and group members.”

Increased positive
mental health and
emotional wellbeing

Reduced reliance on health services due to improved mental health, resilience
and independence

“I had no new experiences and wasn’t interested in much at all before Gamechangers .”

Increased realisation of personal choice and future aspirations

“I really enjoyed all the new crafts, art and activities and opportunity to visit new places – I now
have new interests, friends and ideas for the future.”

Positive people, inspire to contribute to their community
Reduced anti-social behavior and youth offending

“I used to be in trouble with the police a lot, I’ve become more mature this year.”

““I have seen our group take part in things I never thought they would, plus trust has built and
they are opening up about things they never used to talk about.”

Increased self-belief,
self-worth and ability to
try new things

“The young people have become very political asking good questions; they are more aware of
their rights and inequalities.”

Increased sense of connectedness to the communities creating a sense of
purpose and reducing isolation
Increased motivation and more actively engaged people and communities
Increased ability in decision making and accessing opportunities

“It showed us how to try and do new things and gave us the confidence to have a go.”
““We were able to change the way local services are run after being asked to a consultation with
the Head of CAHMS.”
“Debating increased one girl’s confidence that much that she decided to join the debate team at
university.”
“One of the people on our programme is now interested in becoming a youth worker.”

Increased sense of how
to make a difference
and take positive steps
to effect change in
communities

Increased ability to influence local, regional and national decisions to create
policy or practical change
Increased diversity of voices and participation in seeking to effect innovation,
creative community approaches and positive change
Improved resilience and responsibility through ongoing learning and applied
knowledge

“We ran a campaign about Period Poverty highlighting the issue in our area and the Mayor
supported out work.”
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In addition to the Impact Statements showing quotes from beneficiaries of the programme in
the table on page 22, here we start to evidence where the key areas of value lie for Tandem
Theatre Arts in future. These highlight areas where the most impact and value has been
added and summarises recommended areas where the work of Tandem Theatre Arts can link
to current and future policy and need.

Key Impact Indicator 1: Increased diversity & engagement in arts, culture, heritage and
community
•

•
•

190 young people engaged in the Gamechangers programme, with over 62% of groups
having a consistent core group of 11-15 young people attending consistently in regular
sessions and taking part in a wide range of arts, culture and heritage activities and visits
19% of the original group were not in mainstream education at the start of the programme,
18% were growing up in care and 56% were recognised as having additional needs.
9/10 boroughs had groups including young people from Black, Asian or Minority Ethnic
families. 6/10 groups were mixed gender and 3/10 groups included Trans-gender young
people.

Key Impact Indicator 2: Increased knowledge, skills and access to opportunity in arts, culture
and heritage
•
•
•
•

Over 100 young people took part in over 300 hour of creative arts sessions
1/3 of young people achieved the Level 1 Bronze Arts Award
Following the programme 87% of survey respondents saw museums and art galleries as
welcoming spaces they can visit
75% of young people who completed the ‘Outcome stars’ felt they had confidence in their
arts and creative skills, with 24% seeing a 2.0+ point jump in skills and confidence

Key Impact Indicator 3: Increased Peer Support
•
•
•

100% felt less isolated
81% met new friends
100% felt a sense of belonging by accessing Me Again services
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Key Impact Indicator 4: Increased positive mental health and emotional wellbeing
•
•

•

100% of survey respondents reported young people had increased their self-confidence
100% of survey respondents agreed (67.5%) or strongly agreed (32.5%)
that the
Gamechangers programme enabled them to work with vulnerable young people in creative
and engaging new ways
Over 1/3 of participants who took part in the ‘Outcomes Stars’ evaluation had a 2 point
increase on the indicator ‘I feel happy and calm most of the time’ between the start and end
of the programme.

Key Impact Indicator 5: Increased self-belief, self-worth and ability to take action
•
•

62% of participants who undertook the ‘Outcomes Stars’ evaluation saw a stability or
increase in feeling like they can make a difference
75% of Project Leads agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions increased social circles
and friendship groups for young people

Key Impact Indicator 6: Increased sense of how to make a difference and take positive steps to
effect change in communities
•

•

•

62% of participants who undertook the ‘Outcomes Stars’ evaluation saw a stability or
increase in feeling like they can make a difference in their community and in fact 38%
jumped 2 points or more 20% had a 3-4 point increase
43% of participants who undertook the ‘Outcomes Stars’ evaluation now felt they had
confidence to speak their mind/give their opinion and 29% increased 2 points on their scale
of confidence and ability in this area.
100% of the 100+ of participants who consistently attended the programme took part in
some form of community action including campaigns, exhibitions and radio interviews

Key Impact Indicator 7: Increased diversity, capacity, collaboration and impact of
organisations creating change through arts, cultural and creative practices
•
•
•

100% of the youth and creative practitioners involved felt valued through the programme
and better able to engage diverse and vulnerable young people in new ways
88% of the programme youth facilitators and artists felt they were able to gain new skills
and connections and felt enabled us to develop their personal and professional networks
88% agreed or strongly agreed that through the programme Tandem Theatre and
Gamechangers delivery partners have become more resilient and established partnerships
with new organisations
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GAMECHANGER 1 – Increasing self-confidence, self- esteem and taking action
“One young girl prior to project was always in the background had very low self-esteem and low
self-confidence, she wasn't really part of the main group but tried her best to get involved. Later on
through the program she began to appear as much more confident and willing and able to speak
out, not just about the project, but also in other social situations. She then went on to take part in a
video project we were doing with the Home office. She and her cohorts had to create a film on
something that was important to their lives. They chose to do it on body shaming and online
bullying. Not only was she confident enough to participate, but she was the main character and
presented the film to another group of young people from other youth organisations. This wouldn't
have happened if she hadn't initially taken part in the GameChangers project.”

GAMECHANGER 2 – Engaging young people from diverse backgrounds in new ways,
breaking down barriers and changing perceptions
“A young lady from a travelling family engaged in the project, but because of her culture
struggled at first with the concept of women having equal rights. Throughout the weeks she began
to understand it and started to get a passion for it, she expressed how she wants to stay in school
and make something of her life. Staff worked closely with her family also who at first didn’t’ agree
with the project but by the end was happy for their daughter to engage, learn and thrive.”

GAMECHANGER 3 – From risky behavior to improved life chances and aspirations
“Several young women in our group had challenging behavior, were getting into trouble with the
police and some were not engaged in education. Gamechangers gave them the opportunity to
reflect, be heard and think about their futures. Some have now applied for jobs, aim to join the
military and another who was inspired by the debating sessions joined her university debating
team. They really had the opportunity to develop their maturity and learn how to make informed
choices about their futures.”

GAMECHANGER 4 – Building confidence to take the lead
“A young women when first started to attend wouldn’t speak or socialise with other group
members. Her confidence and self-belief were extremely low, but as the weeks went on, she began
to slowly engage and by the end she actually took a lead on showing the Mayor of Wigan Borough
around their display in our local museum.”

GAMECHANGER 5 – Inspiring interest and developing independent learning
“A girl growing up in care saw no interest at first of learning about the suffragists until we
attended the Manchester Library where she was able to look at the archives. After talking and
explaining the suffragists and what they did in a way that she would understand, she began to get
excited by the project and carried out her own independent learning and research.”
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For Further Information
For further information

Visit www.tandemtheatre.com or contact Frances Nutt on fran@tandemtheatre.com
Tandem Theatre | The Castle | 31 Lewis Street | Eccles | Manchester | M30 0PU
Company number: 8408118 | Registered Charity number: 1157001

About the authors of this report

This report has been undertaken by Nickala Torkington, Social Business development consultant
and Social Value specialist with 20 years experience of working in the Voluntary, Community and
Social Enterprise sector.
Nickala is a co-founder of Flourish Together CIC a pay it forward consultancy and network of
support for social entrepreneurs which invests its surplus resources in supporting women
changemakers to create the change they see needed, whilst increase their economic independence.
For further information about social value measurement, training or consultancy please contact
nickala@flourishtogether.org.uk or visit www.flourishtogether.org.uk
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